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A POLITICAL PLOYHefty (adj.)-massive, 
big, substantial-(बड़ी, 
अधिक)
Hike (n)- a sharp 
increase, especially in 
price or cost, boost, 
increase.-(बढ़ना)
(generally followed by 
in)
Modest(adj.)-
moderate, limited, 
ordinary-(सीमित)
Redeem (v)-
compensate, restore, 
offset.
( क्षततपूतत ि करना)
An olive branch-
idiom-A symbol of 
peace, an offering of 
good will.
Spearhead(v)-lead, 
head-(नेततृ्व करना)

(The hefty hike in MSPs will not benefit all farmers — agri-reforms are 

essential)

 The Centre has cleared a hike in the minimum support prices (MSPs) 

for the kharif summer crop, ranging from a modest 3.7% increase for 

urad to as much as a 52.5% for the cereal ragi over the previous 

Season. 

 The NDA government says this ‘redeems’ its promise of assuring 

farmers a price at least 150% of the cost of production. 

 On an average, the MSP hike notified for 17 kharif crops is about 25% 

higher and constitutes the biggest hike since 2013-14.

 All in all, the announcement is an olive branch to farmers who over 

the past year spearheaded widespread protests over the rural distress.
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IMPORTANT VOCABULARYA POLITICAL PLOY

Minimum Support Price (MSP) is a form of market intervention by the Government of 

India to insure agricultural producers against any sharp fall in farm prices. The minimum 

support prices are announced by the Government of India at the beginning of the sowing 

season for certain crops on the basis of the recommendations of the Commission for 

Agricultural Costs and Prices (CACP). MSP is price fixed by Government of India to 

protect the producer - farmers - against excessive fall in price during bumper production 

years. The minimum support prices are a guarantee price for their produce from the 

Government.

The Indian cropping season is classified into two main seasons-(i) Kharif and (ii)Rabi 

based on the monsoon. The kharif cropping season is from July –October during the 

south-west monsoon and the Rabi cropping season is from October-March (winter). 



IMPORTANT VOCABULARYA POLITICAL PLOY
• Paddy 
• Jowar
• Bajara
• Ragi
• Maize 
• Arhar
• Moong 
• Urad
• GroundNut
• Sunflower Seed 
• Soya Bean 
• Sesamum
• Niger Seed 
• seed Cotton 



IMPORTANT VOCABULARYA POLITICAL PLOY

As things stand, the impact of these hikes on consumer price inflation is 

expected to vary between 0.5% and 1% by the end of 2018-19. 

On the other hand, the Centre’s fiscal arithmetic may not be too adversely 

affected if its outlay on procurement is around ₹15,000 crore, about 0.1% of 

GDP.

But these costs could mount based on the procurement strategy and the 

new mechanism for MSP enforcement. 



IMPORTANT VOCABULARYMerkel’s deal

Angela Merkel, now in her fourth term as German Chancellor, has weathered 

many crises without jeopardising the stability of the government in Berlin, or 

the integrity of the eurozone. 

After an inconclusive election in September 2017, she held firm against the 

demands of smaller parties that seemed incompatible with her moderate and 

accommodative stance. 

In March, the initially reluctant centre-left Social Democratic Party (SPD) 

saw wisdom in reviving the grand coalition with Ms. Merkel’s conservative 

Christian Democratic Union as the only realistic option to avert another poll. 

Weather the storm
(many crises)-
idiom-To endure a 
period 
of hardship or 
disorder.
Jeopardise(v)
-threaten endanger,
imperil-
जोखिि िें डालना
Integrity(n)-
unity, unification, 
wholeness- सिग्रता
Inconclusive(adj.)-
indecisive, indefinite, 
indeterminate- दवुविा
िें पड़ा हुआ



IMPORTANT VOCABULARYMerkel’s deal

Incompatible(adj.)-unsuited, ill-matched- अनुधित
Moderate (adj.)-average, moderate, medium- संयत
Accommodative(Adj.)-obliging, friendly, indulgent-
सहायक
Stance(n)-attitude, bearing- िनोभाव
Avert(v)-prevent, turn away, avoid- टालना





IMPORTANT VOCABULARYMerkel’s deal
This week she resolved a row on the refugee question that could have ended 

the CDU’s 70-year alliance with its sister party from Bavaria, the Christian 

Social Union, and risked her government’s fall. Horst Seehofer, the Interior 

Minister from the CSU, wanted migrants to be immediately turned back to 

the country of their original registration in the European Union. 

Under the latest compromise, asylum seekers registered outside Germany 

would be accommodated in transit centres on the border with Austria and 

sent directly to the respective states.

The compromise is a further dilution of Ms. Merkel’s bold 2015 move to allow 

about a million refugees into Germany, which was subsequently softened by 

setting annual limits to curb inflows. 

Turn back-
(phrasal verb)-
to stop one's journey 
and return
-वापस लौटना
Accommodate(v)-
provide lodging, 
boarding- ठहराना
Dilution(n)- the action 
of making something 
weaker in force, 
content, or value-कि
करने की क्रिया
Inflow(n)- the 
movement of a large 
number of people or 
things or a large 
amount of money into 
a place- अंतवािह



IMPORTANT VOCABULARYMerkel’s deal

The number of refugee arrivals into Germany has fallen significantly since 

2016. But the issue has acquired renewed urgency in view of elections 

scheduled for October in Bavaria.

the reality of mass immigration today calls for a concerted approach on 

conflict resolution and respect for the rule of law.

Significantly(adv.)-
notably, remarkably, 
seriously- िहत्व के साथ
Import
Urgency(n)-ance, 
exigency, extremity-
अत्यावश्यकता
Concerted approach-
done in a planned and 
determined way, 
especially by more than 
one person, 
government, country, 
etc. a concerted 
approach/attack/campa
ign.
e.g.
She has begun to make 
a concerted effort to 
find a job



Choose the word which is most similar in meaning to the word given in bold.
SUFFICE
(1) Procurement
(2) Impute
(3) Outlay
(4) Concomitant
(5) Enough
For other options
Procurement(v)-obtainment, acquirement (प्राप्तत)
Impute(v)-attribute, assign-( िढ़ना)
Outlay(v)-expenditure, cost-( लागत)
Concomitant(n)- a phenomenon that naturally accompanies or follows 
something-( सहवती)




